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The Norts Peters Co., Photolith., Washington, D. C.
To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, JOHN W. GRANGER, a citizen of the United States, and a resident of the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, have invented and produced a certain new

and original Design for Eyes for Garment-Hooks, of which the following is a full, clear, and exact description, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, forming a part

of this specification.

Figure 1 is a plan view of a hook-eye embodying my design; Fig. 2, a side elevation thereof, and Fig. 3 a perspective view of the same.

In said drawings, A represents the central straight bar or body, and B B the two opposite retaining ends of the eye at each end of said central bar, each of said retaining ends consisting of a straight side b, substantially at right angles to the central bar A, with opposite connecting sides c c', the former proceeding at an incline from the bar A to one end of the straight side b and the other, c', proceeding from the opposite end of the side b at a like incline to and terminating at the central bar A, the terminal side c' of each of the triangular retaining ends B B being on the same side of the central bar A.

The distinguishing feature of my novel design in shape or configuration of such a hook-eye is a central straight cross-bar A, connecting two like and opposite triangular retaining ends B B at the apex of each of the same, the base of each of which is substantially parallel to the other and substantially at right angles to the central cross-bar A, said bases of the triangular ends forming the opposite extreme outside edges of the hook-eye.

I claim as new and of my invention—

The design for an eye for garment-hooks, 40 substantially as shown and described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto affixed my signature this 27th day of May, A. D. 1901.  

JOHN W. GRANGER.

Witnesses:

H. T. FENTON,
C. E. PARKER.